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 A development that caused discolouration of the Bride's Pool beauty spot is one of two 

similar projects supported by the brother-in-law of powerful rural leader and executive 

councillor Lau Wong-fat.  

Albert Leung Sai-on, the man in charge of the development at Sam Tam Lo, upstream 

from Bride's Pool, said he was working on this project and a much bigger one nearby with 

former legislator Sit Ho-yin, a former member of the Heung Yee Kuk and the 

brother-in-law of its chairman, Lau. 

He said he planned to erect massive statues of the Jade Emperor and the God of Fortune 

on hilltops on the two sites. 

Speaking on the site in the Plover Cove Country Park yesterday, he apologised for turning 

the stream muddy but said it had been the result of heavy rain and no harmful pollutants 

had been washed in. 

He said the development plan for the project, a park to be called Jade Emperor Palace, had 

originated with Sit, with whom he was working on another project on a nearby site four 

times the size that would be a Fortune God Hall, incorporating an elderly home. 

 



"I'm the de facto owner [of the Sam Tam Lo site] as I have rented this site for 50 years," 

Leung said, showing his contract with an indigenous villager surnamed Lee.  

He said the development would cost HK$200 million, including the land, but he wanted 

Lee to remain as the official owner as "it will be easier for us to apply to rebuild the village 

houses". 

The Jade Emperor park would be free for the public and would include a fish pond, farms 

and tree trails linking the three hills on the site, he said.  

Workers would plant about 2,000 trees of rare species and detailed information, such as 

uses of the species, would be displayed for the public, Leung said.  

Crossing a small stream running through the site that links with Bride's Pool, he showed 

stones he said were remnants of 200-year-old Hakka-style village houses that he planned to 

rebuild. 

"These are the evidence," he said, adding that workers had uncovered the foundations 

carefully.  

"The houses were built here and we only applied to reconstruct them. We are not planning 

to build new houses." 

He showed the Post a letter from the Lands Department in which the department confirmed 

it had received his application, submitted in April, to build four houses.  

He said his company, Chun On Group, would build only four houses in the first phase as 

the land leases for the remaining seven were not yet available.  

Leung said he could not rule out the possibility of turning the houses into a columbarium. 

"We are doing a charity. The scale of the four houses is small compared to the portion 

assigned to the public park," he said 

"Statutes of the Jade Emperor and God of Fortune will be placed on top of the hills, 

looking at each other," Leung said, adding he would apply for permission because they 

involved safety and height issues.  

He acknowledged that some parts of the hills were government land but said surveyors 

were studying how the two projects could be designed in a feasible way.  



Leung declined to say whether Sit had funded the two projects and whether the second 

project was also in a country park.  

Sit did not reply to the Post's inquiries yesterday. 

Heung Yee Kuk vice-chairman Cheung Hok-ming said Sit had resigned about a year ago 

because of personal financial problems. He said the kuk was planning to set up a non-profit 

fund to identify and acquire suitable sites in the New Territories for building columbariums, 

but the Sam Tam Lo project was not one of them. 

Lau could not be reached for comment yesterday. 

Leung yesterday ordered workers on the site to implement measures to avoid any more 

muddy run-off entering the stream and getting to Bride's Pool, including surrounding the 

site with sand bags.  

"I want to apologise for discolouring the pool," he said. But I didn't pollute it because the 

mud washed to the pool with heavy rain is not contaminated materials. Experts said the 

mud contain minerals, which are good for the fish. 

"Having apologised, I have to stress that the site is privately owned. It existed even before 

the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department was set up. 

"I didn't complain to the government for zoning my site into a country park, so why has the 

government punished me for transporting tractors to my own place?" 

The department said earlier that workers were prosecuted for driving vehicles into the 

country park in April and were fined HK$1,000. 

About 2 per cent of country park areas, covering close to 480 hectares, are private land - 

on which the Country Parks Ordinance is not applicable. The government is being urged to 

review the ordinance to cover the private sites and to increase the penalties for illegal work 

in the parks.  

"Li Ka-shing is allowed to build a giant Kwun Yum [Goddess of Mercy] statue here. Why 

should the government disapprove of my tiny project? It's unfair," Leung complained, 

referring to the construction of 76-metre statue in Tung Tsz, Tai Po, sponsored by the 

tycoon. 



Countryside in Tai Po has been plagued with developments in recent years. Apart from the 

giant Kwun Yum, an artificial beach and a spa resort are also proposed at Ting Kok, 

turning the district into a tourist attraction.  

The Lands Department said the district lands office did receive applications for 

redevelopment of four houses in Sam Tam Lo, but they had not been accepted because the 

application forms had not been properly signed by two managers of the houses as required. 

 
 



 


